Our current research efforts go towards the implementation of hierarchical scheduled real-time systems. Hierarchical scheduling frameworks (HSFs) allows independent application development by postponing the analysis of the global real-time system behaviour until system integration [1].

An example implementation of a HSF built on top of a commercial real-time operating system (RTOS), VxWorks, is presented by Behnam et al. [2]. Similarly, we currently extend \( \mu \)C/OS-II [3] with hierarchical scheduling support. Opposite to the approach in VxWorks taken by Behnam et al. [2], \( \mu \)C/OS-II provides the kernel sources. The availability of kernel sources might lead to a different design and expectably a better performance.

The industry standard in real-time systems is FPPS, although EDF has shown better processor utilization bounds [4]. An idea is to provide FPPS at the application level, while scheduling servers with EDF.

This assignment comprises to investigate which servers, scheduled under EDF, are suitable to service critical sporadic tasks within HSFs. A sporadic server is not suitable to be scheduled using EDF. As an alternative, Buttazzo introduced a constant bandwidth server (CBS) [5].

Please, describe the following in sufficient detail in a report:

1. Explain why a sporadic server is not suitable for EDF scheduling.
2. Compare the CBS with the servers introduced in the RTA course.
3. Which server type would you implement for serving critical a-periodic tasks? (motivate your decision: implementation complexity versus efficiency etc.)

Additionally, choose one server and outline implementation directions for \( \mu \)C/OS-II. Describe the following in sufficient detail:

1. a task-model for a HSF
2. representation of servers and their attached tasks
3. implementation directions for a server type of your choice, i.e. describe the event handling of all relevant events such as server activations and replenishments
4. analyse the complexity of your implementation directions

One might assume availability of support for periodic tasks. An extension to \( \mu \)C/OS-II is available for handling event queues [6]. A copy of [3] is available in HG 5.04. You don’t have to do the actual implementation, as long as the outlined descriptions deal sufficiently with the potential pitfalls.

The group is expected to give a presentation about the outlined solutions of approximately 45 minutes, including 10 minutes for questions.

In case you have any questions concerning this assignment, please contact:

Martijn van den Heuvel (m.m.h.p.v.d.heuvel@tue.nl)
HG 5.04
http://www.win.tue.nl/~mheuvel/
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